Issue Update

Vide Circular FCS/IJCA/342B, the last date of IJCA submission is being revised. The last date of manuscript submission is re-instated to 20th of each month. If the last day of submission falls on a USA federal holiday, the subsequent working day shall be open for submissions.

Peer-Review

IJCA introduced peer-review from its June 2010. Researchers submitting their papers for publication should oblige by reviewing at-least one technical paper from their domain. The manuscript shall also undergo procedural review with IJCA review panel.

February 2020 Edition:

Last Date of Research Submission: January 20, 2020

Authors are cordially invited to submit papers to the upcoming February 2020 Edition. The manuscript/ paper can be submitted via email to editor@ijcaonline.org. The email must bear the subject line "IJCA: Paper Submission". If you face problems with paper submission, please feel free to contact the editor at editor@ijcaonline.org. Vide circular FCS/IJCA/3ERT, a maximum of 3 co-authors can participate in any IJCA paper submission. A maximum of 8 pages are allowed for any paper/ manuscript. Manuscripts submitted to this journal will be deemed as they have not been published and are not under consideration for publication elsewhere.

Vide circular FCS/IJCA/23B5, International Journal of Computer Applications (IJCA) is integrating a secondary double blind review process starting from the February 2011 edition onwards. With the inception of the new refereeing process, the minimum review time is being extended to twenty five days. Researchers should submit the articles early for timely review intimations.

Topics:

International Journal of Computer Applications is cross-disciplinary in nature. The topics are not limited to the list that is available at this link.

Paper Template:

Publication of any articles/ manuscript in International Journal of Computer Applications requires strict conformance to the paper template. However, initial submission of an article or
manuscript for review need not be compliant with the template.

Once the paper is selected, the authors will be asked to submit the camera-ready paper. The camera-ready paper is the final version of the article/ manuscript that will be published in the International Journal of Computer Applications Digital Library. While submitting the camera-ready, the authors must take extreme care so that the paper strictly conform with the prescribed template of International Journal of Computer Applications. The camera-ready paper template can be downloaded from this link.

Copyright Transfer:

Once any manuscript is selected for publication in International Journal of Computer Applications, the authors must submit the copyright transfer document to IJCA. The copyright form is available from this link. Please refer the comprehensive set of guidelines while filing the copyright form.

Part A of the copyright form: The "Signature" section contains the signature of the lead or corresponding author of the article. "Print Name" section should have the full name of the lead author. Part B: This section is applicable if the published material belongs to any government organization. Part C: Applicable if you have used any Third-Party Material in your paper (i.e. figure, table, photo or other image) and their subsequent permissions. Part A is mandatory. If Part B and C are not applicable leave these sections blank. Please email the scanned copy of signed copyright document to the Editor IJCA at editor@ijcaonline.org. Alternatively, you can mail the copyright forms to the FCS offices at Foundation of Computer Science (FCS), 244 5th Avenue, # 1526, New York, NY 10001, USA

Authors are responsible for ensuring that nothing in their papers infringes any existing copyright. If previously copyrighted material is included, authors must provide evidence that the copyright holder has given permission for its use. A provision for the same is available in the IJCA Copyright transfer document. The authors are requested to verify the manuscripts before submission to curtail any future infringement claims.
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Formal Conditions of Acceptance:

- Papers will only be published in English.
- Each article/ typescript must be accompanied by a statement that it has not been submitted for publication elsewhere in English.
- Previous presentation at a conference, or publication in another language, should be disclosed.
- All papers are refereed, and the Editor reserves the right to refuse any typescript, whether on invitation or otherwise, and to make suggestions and/or modifications before publication.